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In 1979 Stephen Penney published the discovery of a pottery kiln in Newlands, Lancaster.
(Contrebis, 7, 1970-801 4l-2).

The evidence consisted of a fragmentary brick-built kiln, numerous sectional ring props, the coarse

ceramic objects which parted large vessels while they were fired, and a few fragments of pottery.

No documentary evidence was located for the existence of a kiln there, although the technology in
use suggests a date in the later part of the 18th century. Recently an unexpected source has

produced what may be indirect evidence for the kiln.

The autobiography of Jonathan Binns, (Lancaster Library, MS 7055) who is best-known for his
map of Lancaster and his land-surveying, makes an interesting reference to his cousin Thomas
Albright. Thomas, it seems, inherited an estate at Newlands and tried his hand at all manner of
projects coal-mining, brick- making, a windmill etc. - but all failed. Finally, in 1824, he emigrated
to America.

At this date pottery and bricks were frequently made side by side. The pottery usually consisted of
coarse vessels for farm dairies and plant-pots for gardeners. It seems very likely that the Newlands

venture was a shortJived result of Thomas Albright's experiments, in which case we have a clear

terminus ante quem of 1824. Unfortunately this date falls before Baines'Trade Directory of 1825

and between the censuses of 1821 and 1831, so although Albright will have imported skilled
workers from elsewhere, we may never find the rurmes of the individuals involved unless more
detailed documents to the property emerge. It is possible that such workers may have come from
Burton-in-Lonsdale, and they may have stayed on to found the Scotforth Pottery, as Penney implies,
but Burton did have a brickyard pottery tradition and there are some sixteen years to account for
between Newlands and Scotforth.
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